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SUMMARY

Inspected on December 8-19, 1980
,

Areas Inspected
.

This special, announced inspection involved 369 inspector-hours 'onsite. The
following areas were included as part of the health physics appraisal: organ-
ization and management; personnel selection, qualification and training; external
exposure controls; internal exposure controls; routine surveillance; ALARA
programs; radioactive waste management; and, facilities and instrumentation.
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' Re sul t's

0f the 8 areas: inspected, no violations .or' deviations were-identified in -5 areas;-:-

4-. violations were found-in.3 areas (failure -to _ conduct adequate airborne radio-
'

-

' activity surveys paragraph 8.d;; failure to evaluate personnel intake of radio-t
: active materials, and take .and document corrective. action paragraph 7.b.(3);

~

-failure to_ follow procedures paragraph 8 e.(4); and,' failure to post. radiation ~'
areas in the reactor. building - . paragraph 11.a.(3)).
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: REPORT DETAI'LS

1. Persons Contacted-

: Licensee Employees,- BSEP

*A. Tollison, General Plant Manager
*R.' Morgan, Plant Operations. Manager
*G. Oliver, Environmental and Radiation Control Manager
*L. Tripp,: Radiation Control Supervisor '

*R. Queener, Coordinator - Health Physics
*R. Pasteur, Environmental and Chemistry Supervisor
*J.-Padgett, Director, Nuclear Safety and QA
J. Cook, Radiation Control Foreman
D. Boan, Radiation Control Foreman -
B. Failer, Radiation Control Foreman

.

J. Henderson, Radiation Control Foreman
J. Kiser, Specialist - ALARA

-

M. Jones, Training Supervisor
J. Hardison, Training Assistant
M. Brown, Operations Manager
A. Hagler, Shift Foreman - Unit 2
K. Paleteer, Reactor Operator - Un.t 1
C. Bierney,-Reactor Operator - Unit-2

Licensee Employees, CP&L Corporate

*L. Eury, Senior Vice President.- Power Supply
B.-Furr, Vice President - Nuclear Operations
T. E11eman, Vice President - Nuclear, Nuclear Safety and Research
S. McManus, Manager - Corporate Nuclear Safety and QA Audit

"R. Mayton, Corporate Health Physicist
*B. Webster, Manager - Environmental and Radiation Control
S. Browne, Supervisor - Dosimetry
M. Pate, Director - Craft Technical Training

,

,

Other Organizations .

~

( B. Leonard, President - Institute for Resource. Management, Inc.
! *G. Leonard, Field Coordinator - Institute for Resource Management, Inc.
!

Other oersons contacted included technicians, operators, auxiliary oper-
i ators, maintenance personnel, security force members, QA specialists, and

office aersonnel.
l
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E ^ NR'C Residdnt1nspectors;
-

'
~

C L D. Johnsen,4 senior Resident Inspectcr
l *JEChase,;Rcsident Inspector - Browns Ferry NPS-

*Deno'tes thosefpresent at exit _ interview

~2. L Exit Interview :

-The: inspection scope and findings.were1 summarized on December. 19, 1980, with
the persons.indicat'ed:in paragraph 1 above. The Health . Physics . Appraisal

,

1 Team-reviewed and examined all aspects of the radiation protection' program
at Bruniwick. .This t examination included organization and management,
staffing, ; training; and s qualifications, internal and: external exposure
control, surveys,- instruments, ALARA, radwaste systems - and facilities and
equipment. At the exit interview, the Appraisal Team inspectors identified
four significant. weaknesses in the licensee's program as _ follows: (1)-
respiratory protection and internal dosimetry programs were inadequately
implemented;. (2)Erelease of radioactive material to clean areas; (3) sea-

' - water inleakage adversely effecting liquid radwaste operations; and-(4)-
inadequate surveillance of ventilation filtration systems- The licensee.

acknowledged the weaknesses described above and committed to strengthening
these areas. On December 24, 1980, a Confirmation of Action Letter from the
Region II Officef was issued to the licensee confirming corrective actions
for the significant weaknesses identified above. The Appraisal Team also
identified four apparent violations, which included: (1) failure to conduct
adequate airborne radioactivity surveys; (2) failure to evaluate personnel
intake of radioactive materials, and take and document corrective action;

--(3) failure'to follow procedures; and (4) failure to post radiation areas in
the Reactor Buildings. The licensee acknowledged the above violations with
the exception of item 4, posting of radiation areas. Licensee representa-
tives stated that compliance was *chieved by posting the entrance to the
Reactor-Buildings, and further post.?g was confusing to workers, not prac-
tical-and not ALARA. The Appraisal Team leader stated that this item would
be considered unresolved pending review by Regional management. Subse-
quently, after Regional Office review, it was confirmed that failure to post
each radiation area is considered to be a violation of NRC requirenients.

3. Summary of Violations and Inspector Followup Items

The following is a summary tabulation of all violations and inspector
followup items identified thrnughout this report. Irspector followup items
(IFI) are matters which will be examined during future inspections.

IFI (50-325/80-45-01) Reporting level of the RPM function (paragraph 4.a)

IFI (50-325/80-45-02) Equitable distribution of qualified senior technicians
according to functional areas (paragraph 4.c)

.
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IFI (50-325/80-45-03) . Radiation Cor. trol - first' line supervisory to worke'r
ratio (paragraph 4.d)

IFIi(50-325/80-45-04) ' Health physics -expertise on audit teams (paragraph
14.e).

IFI (50-325/80-45-05) Formalized training procedures-(paragraph 5'.b)

IFI (50-325/80-45-06) Plant systems training for the health physics staff
.(paragraph 5.d)

,

IFI (50-325/80-45-07) Programs for adequate beta dosimetry and skin dose
assessments (paragraph 6.a)

IFI-(50-325/80-45-08) Establishment of QA procedure to assure TLD ' service -
meets minimum performance standards (paragraph 6.b)

IFI (50-325/80-45-09) Procedures for issuance of self reading dosimeters and
-recording data and record retention upgrading (paragraph 6.e)

-IFI (50-325/80-45-10) Review of procedures for TLD and self reading dosi-
meter comparisons (paragraph 6.f)

I FI- ( 50-325/80-45-11) Verification of the calibration of the.BSEP wh. ole body
counter (paragraph 7.a.(2))

IFI (50-325/80-45-12) Establishment of firm requirements for WBC (paragraph
7.a.(3))

IFI (50-325/80-45-13) Providing regulated power to the WBC and reducing
background variations (paragraph 7.a.(4))

IFI (50-325/80-45-14) Onsite availability and evaluation of WBC data (para-
graph 7.b.(1))

IFI (50-325/80-45-15) Development of internal dosimetry procedures recom-
mended by Reg Guide 8.26 and ANSI 343-1978 (paragraph 7.b.(2))

Violation (50-325/80-45-16) FailuretotakeanddocumentactIon.topreclude
recurrence of exceeding 40 MPC-hour intake (paragraph 7.b.(3)) -

IFI (50-325/80-45-17) Accurate stay time records for MPC-hour accountability
(paragraph 7.b..(4))

IFI (50-325/80-45-18) Upgrade respiratory protection training (paragraph
7.c.(2))

IFI (50-325/80-45-19) Establishment of a quantitative respirator fit system
. (paragraph 7.c.(3)) i

:
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.IFI;(50-325/80-45-20) Breathing air compressor supply from -less contaminated-
' area (paragraph 7.c.(9))

IFI (50-325/80-45-21) Review of testing sensitiv'ty for breathing ~ air supply
(paragraph 7.c.(9))-

Violation (50-325/80-45-22) Failure to conduct adequate airb'orne radioacti-
~

vity surveys (paragraph 8.d)

: Violation (50-325/80-45-23) Failure to follow procedures for contamination
- controll(paragraph 8.e.(4)).

IFI (50-325/80-45-24) Sensitivity and response of. portal monitors (paragraph
8.f)
IFI (50-325/80-45-25) Concrol of contamination at the Radwaste ELilding. dock

~

( paragraph ~ 8.'g)-

IFI (50-325/80-45-26) Maintaining filter systems in optimum working condi-
tion (p'aragraph 10.b.(4))

IFI (50-325/80-45-27) Ensuring proper face velocity across chemistry labor-
atory hoods (paragraph 10.b.(6))

IFI (50-325/80-45-28) Potential Overflow from CST out tank vent (paragraph
10.b.(7))

IFI (50-325/80-45-29) Mixing of seawater inleakage with contaminated systems
(paragraph 10.c.(4))

IFI (50-325/80-45-30) Location of the liquid waste discharge monitor (para-
graph 10.c.(6))

IFI(50-325/80-45-31) Providing backflush line for li,"id waste discharge
line (paragraph 10.c.(6))

IFI (50-325/80-45-32) Providing hardlines and spill containment for portable
solidification unit (paragraph 10.d.(1))

' IFI (50-325/80-45-33) Filter maintenance program for co pactor HEPA filtra-
' tion unit (paragraph 10.d.(5))

IFI (50-325/80-45-34) Estimation and documentation of Transport Group I and
II nuclides (paragraph 10.e.(3)) .

Violation (50-325/80-45-35) Failure to post radiation areas in the Reactor 1

Buildings (paragraph 11.a.(3)) |
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:IFI(50-325/80-45-36). Re-evaluate--beta dose rate instrumentation (paragraph
-11.b.(1)).

IFI-(50 325/80-45-37) Evaluate extr'emity exposure.for instrument calibration
technicians _ (paragraph 11.b.(3))

IFI (50-325/80-45-38) rroviding beta calibration sources and' procedures
(paragraph'11.b.(5))

IFI (50-325/80-45-39) location of post accident . sampling and analytical
capabilities (paragraph 11.b.(9))

-IFI (50-325/80-45-40) Providing. dose rate survey neter at calibration
facility (paragraph 11.b.(10))

,

4. Radiation Protection Organization and Management

a. The inspectors reviewed Carolina Power and Light Company's (CP&L)
organizational structure in relationship to the licensee's radiation-

protection program at Brunswick Steam Electric Plant (BSEP). The CP&L
radiatien. protection organization is shown in Figure 1 and the BSEP
organization in effect at the time of-the appraisal is shown in Figure
2.

At the General Office, the Corporate ..ealth Physics function provides
input into development of CP&L policies and programs in radiation-
protection, ALARA and emergency planning. Staff support in technical
consultation and nuclear safety reviews are also provided. The Corpo-
rate Health Physicist reviews BSEP radiation protection operations and

. participates in periodic team performance assessment reviews at the -
plant. The Harris Energy and Environmental Center (HEEC) health
physics group, under the Manager-Environmental and Radiation Control,

,

provides program support in personnel dosimetry, emergency prepared-'

ness, chemistry- and radiochemistry services, whole body counting,
shipping requirements, environmental sampling and evaluation of plant
effluent limits and environmental impacts.

The inspectors noted that changes in the plant organization had been
implemented during the past year. A new position, Environmental and
Radiation Control Manager (E&RC Manager), was created to provide
additional management attention to radiation protection matters.
Reporting to this position were the Environmental and Chemistry Super-
visor and the Radiation Control Supervisor. These three positions
replaced the former position of Environmental and Radiation Control
Supervisor. The reorganization also included additional chemistry and
health physics positions, as well as significant increases in staff and
contractor HP technicians.

.
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The' organization plan in'effect at theLtime of the-inspection-appears-
to provide adequate, - although not -fully direct; radiation : protection

iunit' access' to;the Plant General Manager. The recent realignment at
-

Brunswick places the Enstronmental and Radiation: Control ManagerL(the
-

' RPM).in an upp?t management status. However, the_ incumbent.is still
- under the administrative control of the Plant Operations Manager. This
does not appear 'to-fulfill the recommendations of NRC Regulatory Guide
8.18, Rev. 3,-June.1978, which-states, in Section C., that the onsite

. Radiation Protection Manager (RPM) has a safety related function.and-
responsibility to both employees and management that can best be~ful-
filled if that individual is' independent of station divisions such as
operations, maintenance and technical support, and has dire'ct recourse
to responsible management (e.g., Plant General- Manager)'. No problems
related to the current plant organization in this area were observed
during the inspection but this will be reviewed again during- future
inspections (IFI 50-325/80-345-01). . ,

b. In the' organization,-there is a well defined separation of the radia--
tion control - and environmental and chemistry-counting functions.
Although many of the technicians assigned to these areas have expertise
in health physics, it did not appear that Radiation Control called upon
them for other than normal support functions.

Within the E&RC organization, the Radiation Control Supervisor (RCS),
Project Specialist-Health Physics, Project Specialist-Environmental and .
Chemistry,- and the Environmental and Chemistry Supervisor appear to
report directly to, and have access to, the RPM and through him to
operations . and upper plant management. At the foreman /subforeman
levels, there appeared to be adequate and effective supervisory inter-
change of information and ' general communications.

c. There is little question at BESP as to the basic capabilities of either
plant or contractor personnel at their particular level of expertise.
However, there appeared to be an o"er-reliance upon contractor
personnel, due to an imbalance of in-house " ANSI qualified technicians",

(i.e., capable of being assigned to responsible positions), in the
operational inplant coverage, radwaste and dosimetry / instrumentation
functional areas. It was noted that the highly specialized areas, such
as ALARA, Special Projects, etc., had absorbed most of the ANSI quali-
fied personnel. Because of this there appeared to be a shortage of
second line or subforeman technicians among the health physics person-
nel who are involved in routine inplant surveillance operations. The
inspectors noted that the organization will be bolstered by the quali-
fying of six additional current plant personnel in the first six months
of 1981. The inspectors recommended that the licensee take steps to
assure equitable distribution of the qualified senior technicians
according to functional area (IFI 50-325/80-45-02).

- , _ . _ _ _ .__.
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d. At- the time of the . inspection a total' staff of 41, ' including super'-' )
visory, technicians - and c specialist person.iel, were ' dedicated to j

Radiation Control.- In addition'24 personnel . assigned to Environmental '

and Chemistry appear to provide excellent backup to Radiation Control.
Contractor personnel in radiation protection included 3 supervisors, 23
-technicians,- 6 records clerks, and 23 "frisker watcher" individuals. A
number of contracn labor and decontamination crew personnel were also
under the-direction of the, Radiation Control group. Th9. inspectors
.found the current and planned staffing to be adequate. However, there
appears to be a need for additional supervisory personnel to direct the
small number- of in-house - ANSI N18.1 qualified technicians an'd the
substantial number. of contract technicians in the operational inplant
HP area and ensure adequate job coverage (IFI 50-325/80-45-03).

e. The BSEP radiation protection program is subject to routine audit'and
review by- various organizations both at the plant.and general office
levels, and by outside consultants when deemed necessary. An inspector
discussed-the audit programs with licensee representatives and reviewed
the results and findings of selected audit reports for 1979 and 1980.

The inspector noted that the plant quality assurance (QA) group respon-
sibility is : primarily a quality -control function which has limited
purview of health physics _ activities. The present staff does not have
a health physics specialist but is planning to add a person with health
physics training. The Corporate QA organization has the . formal QA
audit responsibility under the CP&L QA program. Annual audits were
conducted in 5 audit areas. There are no corporate QA auditors with
health physics expertise and the radiation protection program is not
audited as an entity in itself. In the Nuclear Operations Department,
there is also an Operations QA Group which performs routine annual and
special audits in programmatic areas, such as health physics, chemistry
and radiochemistry. This group has one auditor with health physics
experience and several former operators with limited health physics
expertise available. The Corporate Health Physics Section has ini-
tiated a program of team assessment of performance of the radiation
protection program on an annual basis. The corporate Health Physi-
cist's staff onboard at the time of the appraisal did not have nuclear
power plant health physics experience. The CHP stated that he was
trying to add a new staff member who had three years of plant health
physics experience.

'

From discussions with licensee representatives and review of reports,
it appeared that the depth and degree of attention of the audit
programs were commensurate with an adequate quality assurance function
in this area. However, the programmatic review of performance elements
of the radiation protection program appears to have been weak in the
past due to lack of comprehensive reviews of the total program coupled
with limited availablity of health physics expertise in this area. In

I

__ _ 4 ___ __
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ithe; professional 9jsdiement ofL the(inspect' ors, theLpresent andLfutdd* .-

_ ief fortspplanned :1.n1programi review . ares considered Lto J beiadequate;.'

-

1however,sattention should be given to providing health _ physics e'xper -'*' ' '

ctise where necessary to enhance the effectiveness of this_ program (IFI{E -

'
-

| f - 150-325/80-45-04).',

:
" ;f Based /on the%boveNfindings, dthis(portion ofj the. licensee's program! '

: : appears tof befacceptable, but improvements inithe? following areas'

tshould be' considered:
-:J ,

,

[(1);! reporting level of the Radiation Protection Ma' nager;
~~

'

_

I. |(2)h ANSI 1 qualified technician staffing ;for? the? operational c health .n

physics a,rea;

(3).c nuipber of first:line supervisory personnelf directing operationalf' '

[ " inplant HP activities;;and
.

r .

_
iL(4)[ health physics expertise on audit and rev.iew teams.

5. Personnel Qualifications, Selection and Training -;-

i
j' -a. Technica10 Specification 6.3 states' that ." Minimum qualifications.. .'of

. key | supervisory and ' professional personnel shall me'etL or exceed the
i criteria- outlined"in ANSI N18.1-1971." The Brunswick station appears-.

=to adhere to_-_the requirements of ANSI N18.1-1971 as well as NRC Regu-:
' slatory ' Guide: Ll'.8 -'in regards ' to' qualification ' of HP. personnel .''

,

Radiation Control and Chemistry / Counting technicians must have 4000 '
; huurs ' and :no less than- two calendar years of. experience,- as well 'as
'" demonstrate proficiency in routine health physics situations.1 Senior

technicians, .in addition, are required to demonstrate the capability to2

' assume a responsible or subforeman position. Training ~ Instruction No.
L 103 establishes the on-the-job training and retrai_ning requirements fore
i, senior technicians to achieve and maintain their ANSI qualification'.

' Review of' HP personnel records indicated that all senior. technicians:
did meet'the ANSI standards. In two cases,-individuals-who met.the
qua'sification requirements of the ANSI standard had not demonstrated
sufficient proficiency or experience to qualify as senior technicians! <

under plant standards, and as such, were not classified- as senior'
>

I techs.
' '

L

By strict interpretation of Regulatory Guide 1.8 and ANS 3.1-1978,-the
Environmental and Radiation Control Manager did not appear _ fully

!
'

qualified- for the RPM position based upon actual work experience.
However, a detailed review of his record, as well as discussions with

b corporate.and plant management, indicated that the incumbent by virtue'

of'his performance record, is'a capable individual and has had suffi-

t m 'cient training and experience within the corporation to satisfy the -
s equivalent requirements'of the standards.

,
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L. Entry level health _ physics personnel are requi ed to have_ 'a two year-
essociate" degree '(preferably ~ in sciences) or equivalent, 'and _ pass a
pre-employment test. :Until recently, a bachelors degree was considered'
as over qualification and was not acceptable. A trainee ~begins at the
Radiation Control-Technician III' level. It is believed that an indivi--

dual who has demonstrated academic ability on at least the associate
degree . level, .has the capability to: learn and be trained.under the BSEP'

. onsite, and Harris : Energy and Envi_ronmental Center nuclear training
programs .-

~ BSEP - has initiated a . '? block- hire" program, whereby as many (as._six -
technicians are hired simultaneously.and go through the Basic Training
course soquence as 'a class, followed by on-the-job training at BSEP.
The first of these groups was in the initial step of this program at-
the time of the appraisal.

LJob descriptions, updated - in October - 1980, for each category of
positions within the E&RC program were. reviewed. These were found to -
be detailed and comprehensive, reflecting a professional ~ analysis of
the various _ HP ' and Chemistry / Counting positions. They provide - an
excellent basis for performance evaluation as well'as guidelines as to
job requirements at each level.

~b; The General Employee Training course is 8 hours in duration and covers
'the basics required for security badging: radiation- protection,
security, fire protection, quality assurance and emergency response.
Instruction consists of lectures and film segments after which imme-
diate feedback is provided. Training procedures exist but are too
vague and disorganized. The inspector recommended that formal
training procedures be developed and maintained (IFI 50-325/80-45-05).

A test is given after the entire _ lecture-film series. A passing grade.

of 80% is required. There is an acknowledged high failure rate due to
the fact that several contractors use the initial portion of the course
as a screening device. Those who successfully pass the test are then
givenademonstrationofthecorrectmannerinwhjchtodonandremove
anti-contamination equipment. Each student is 'then required to
correctly don and remove a full set of anti-contamination clothing. One
hundred percent performance is required, although the procedure may be
repeated until an acceptable performance is achieved. -

The BSEP Training Group is, organizational 1y, under the Nanager -
Nuclear Safety and Quality Assurance. There are currently eight
individuals on the staff, with three vacancies. Staff members appear
to be well trained and qualified. The on-site training program appears
to be adequate for present needs.

~
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General Em~ployee instruction at BSEP is essentially a one-man;efforE.~

Although it appears adequate for present operations, future assistance
will be.necessary. ~ A 3-day, . self study " Advanced". or " Escort" training
course will Le instituted after January 1,1981, as an' advanced General
Employee Training. course. As - a . result, the vacancy alloted to the
Ceneral Training sub-unit should be filled as soon as-possible. The
Training Group also coordinates and assists as necessary in-the Lconduct
of .coursesLin First Aid, CPR, .vendcr presented courses, .and quarterly

-

' fire-brigade training.
'

c. The: Corporate Training Manual states in part that the Plant -Training ~
Supervisor / Coordinator 11s responsible to administer plant training

: programs and coordinate the total plant training effort _and ensure that
theyJare ' relevant to plant needs. . This is a clear indication that

~

generic training.is being centralized in the Nuclear Training Section
(NTS), . Harris Energy and Environmental Center-(HEEC). There are four
training units reporting to the NTS Section Manager: Nuclear and
Simulator:(0perator) Training; ~ Fossil Operator Training; Curriculum
Development;_and Craft Technical Training. The Curriculum Development
and. Craft Technical Training Units work very closely with individual
plant personnel in establishing courses bcsed on the actual needs of
-the plant in question, or on a generic. issue. In addition, the Curric-

-

ulum. Development unit continuously reviews existinc courses in all
craft and operator areas. The Craft Technical Training Unit performs
task analyses on the specific occupational needs within any discipline,
such as1 radiation control instrument (porta 51e) calibration ~ for RC&T
(BWR) technicians. The Craft Technical Training unit also supervises

'the conduct of those courses which are presented in residence at HEEC,
New Hill. The overall evaluation of existing training programs and
proposal of future programs is the respcnsibility of a newly estab-
lished Training Evaluation and Planning Committee. Membership is
composed of representatives from HEEC Training, generating plants, and.

the System Planning and Coordination Department.

The Harris Center Training organization is staffed with highly profer-
sional educators and skilled craft instructors. Classrooms and labora-
tor.ies are well equipped. The Corporation has obviously adopted a-

policy on training which places it at the highest level of concern.
There appears to be close liaison between the Nuclear Training Section,

; HEEC and the individual plant training groups,

d. Health- Physics training at BSEP is highly formalized in conjunction
with the Nuclear Training Section, HEEC. Discussions with employees
who -have completed, or are in process of taking courses at the Center'

indicate that the in-residence, uninterrupted classroom and laboratory
work format is very effective. In addition to specific courses, the
continuing education courses, consisting of Basic, Intermediate and
Advanced /Special series, should provide the CP&L nuclear units with a
superior level of training for HP Technicians.':

-
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' : A111BSEP[HPm personnel L have5 beenleval' at'ed Jand willi be; scheduled for .u, .

J ~ retrainingfas ;needed.1He'alth physics person'nel /also | receive (periodic-
~

-

,h% : informa1Ltraining which Jis" documented; on;theiemployee's: qualification f
. card. s Subject = training will 'soonibeL formalized in jregardsL to sched--
uling and' content.nA Health ' Physics Leadership 1 Seminar is alsoybeing

'

'
<

~ ' conducted by' managers',. supervisors, man'd foremen /subforemen through the-
- - : Harris : Center; :The course :will be repeated asineeded, . both; for 'new!

' personnel /and.as a. refresher. There: appears to be a need;forf greatert;* ' E

Lemphasis on systems training!at Brunswick. The inspector (recommended
.thatLplant HP. technicians.be given' plant systems' training.to enhance?

, |their overall: effectiveness.1(IFI 50-325/80-45-06). ~'+

l Bas'ed: on Lthe Labove" findings, ! thisi portion - of the ' licensee's J programe..
:' appears to :be acceptable, butiimprovements' in 'theJ following areas

< should be: considered: ;-

7

. .(1) 1 development and maintenance of formal training procedures;
' -(2F instructor; vacancy in the General Treining subunit; and,
,

.

-(3)~ plant systems training for the health physics staff.

I. 6. External Exposure Control'

a.- 'The BSEP ' evaluates beta gamma exposure utilizing a basic- Thermolumi -'

nescent Dosimeter (TLD) badge for personnel monitoring and environ-
n mental surveillance. A manually operated TLD Reader,-(five readers are
t maintained by. HEECland circulated as needed) is.used for readout of the -

chips. .No finger rings or wrist badges 'are ~ issued; extremity dosimetry
;4 consists of. taping a standard | badge to the wrists, ankles or. head-

areas. -There is no neutron personnel badging'. ' Neutron dosimetry is
~

based on . portable . instrument surveys and stay-time calculations..

Currently,. beta" exposure studies are being conducted by radiation
'

control specialists / engineers in the project specialist unit. The
inspector stated that' programs for beta dosimetry 'and dose assessment
from skin contamination will be examined during future inspections (IFI,

- ;53-325/80-45-07). .

- Routinely, TLD's are returned at the end of eacn month..to HEEC for
! reading and recording on the data processing system. A TLD reader is
L rotated between the Center-and BSEP for purposes'of reading badges
: under ' unusual ' circumstances (investgations.of lost. pocket' dosimeters,
'' suspected potential overexposure,- etc.).

.

L
'

The TLD readers are calibrated at HEEC. The taspector noted that the
F transfer and return of reader equipment could potentially result' in
; temporary- miladjustments' from excessive transportaion 'and handling.

' Calibration.and functioning of the instrumentation may also be
t:

i.

- -. - -.- - .. . - - - -. - - . - . - . - _ _ _ - . - -
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' mpaired.- However,fthe- licensee appears to havelan-adequate program-i -

; for testing:TLD equipment'|after arrival ,onsite to ensure that it is
functioning -properly: and has : maintained its! calibration. Previous

. inspection _ _ findings-(NRC:RII Report Nos. 50-325/30-36 and 50-324/80-33)
"and discussions with licensee representatives revealed that'there have
beer; problems:in quality control of TLD anneal batches and TLD reader
calibrations. ' These problems stem from the limitations _ and weaknesses -
lof the existing manual TLD system. The- licensee 1has recognized ~ this
. and'a:new automated system is planned.

~b.- -The central.TLD service.provided by HEEC must be capable of fu1~ filling _
the requirements of the -Technical Specifications and 10 CFR Part 20.
'Accordingly, BSEP should develop and implement a program of irradiating:
' badges to known doses periodically for subsequent processing by HEEC to
demonstrate that the service meets minimum peformance standards (IFI'
.50-325/80-45-08). Quality Assurance.relatin to equipment, procedures
and standards on tte part of HEEC is essential.

.c. Normally used pocket dosimeters have a 0-500 mr range, although 0-200
me and 0-1 R dosimeters are available at BSEP. ~ These are calibrated on
a six-month cycle in accordance with RC&T. Procedure 0350, " Leak
Testing and Calibration of Sel_f Reading Pocket Dosimeters". Drift must
be within 12% at full scala and-may be retested once, after which, if
failed, the dosimeter is taken out of _ service. The dose calibration
-must be within-110% and may also be subjected'to one retest before
being removed from' service. The calibration / leak test _ procedure-(RC&T-

No. 0350), record keeping, and the practices ob' served appear to be
well-conducted and adequate. There appears to be a high breakage / loss
rate for pocket dosimeters at BSEP, amounting to 25% to 50% turnover
annually. Upon receipt of new pocket dosimeters from the manufac-
turer, it is found that approximately 20% must be returned as unaccept-

:able to Vendor (A) and 10% to Vendor (B). CP&L has investigated this
matter and is currently purchasing from the latter vendor insofar as
supply restrictions will permit.

d. The BSEP Radiation Control Test Procedure 0200, '! Personal Exposure
Control to Ionization Radiation", (Rev. 1, March 1980), is vague as to
issuanr.e of pocket dosimeters and to general dosimetry r.ecord keeping.
There are few instructions as to how a document is orginated or how it
mlates to another. There is no discussion as to how, why'or to whom

'

rket dosimeters are issued. Although Section 8.2 delineates the
uifferent classifications of personnel for TLD issuance putposes, a
finer' differentiation of types of visitor personnel (e.g. official,
casual, non-contractor vs contractor) should be made.

;

1
,- _- _ .- J
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LThe meinanics of ~ dose . recording are very vague. The _ inspector had'
_

.. difficulty in following each. step from issuance.of the dosimeter (s) to
the. final determination of .the doses. It is very apparent, however,
thatf:he many manual manipulations in the recording process allow-for
far more' human; error +han is desirable. Considering the absence of-
automation and computerization in ' the CP&L (1simetry program, :the
diligence and dedicatior. of the HP personnel have apparently maintsined
the -program ' at an adequtte level . Computerization of - the entirel

dosimetry system so as to pr'omote exposure and dose studies should be
. given high priority. -The benefits of icomputerization to such areas

,

as RWP preparation and-ALARA'should also be considered. Runnin'g cor-
relation of exposure data is a necessary tool for. management at BSEP.

e. Appendix L to Procedure 0200, details the issuance and record keeping
of pocket _ dosimeters in outage situations. Non permanent employees who
are to enter " access controlled" (as ~ opposed to " controlled") areas
pick up their Access Control Card (CP&L Form No.-1747) and present this.
at the control point. A pocket dosimeter is issued for each entry and,
similarly, the pocket dosimeter is turned in,' read and recorded on the
card by the control point HP upon each exit. Cards are deposited by
the individual at the security exit, and are, in turn, recorded by
Dosimetry personnel as appropriate. Permanent.(CP&L) employees' pocket
dosimeters are zeroed only once weekly, at the end of the day shift on

. Friday. Thus, the questions of drift, accidental adjustment of
readings, or proximity to the maximum permissible dose do not seem to
be considered. Mach is left to the individual's discretion. The
inspector recommended that procedures for issuance of dosimeters and
for recording and record retention should be updated made more com-
prehensive, and contain more detailed instructions to HP personnel (IFI
50-325/80-45-09). -

The administrative dose limit is 300 mrem / quarter for visitors. This
may be raised to 1250 mrem / quarter with proper NRC Form 4 documenta-
tion. If an individual's parent organization consents (in writing) and
a CP&L " authorization to Extend Administrative Dose Limits" is executed
and approved, the individual's dose may be extended further to (but not
to exceed) 3000 mrem / quarter, the NRC permissible limit. Permanent
plant personnel are allowed 1250 mrem / quarter unless otherwise author-
ized. In practice, if.the self. reading pocket dosimeter.(SRD) reading
is within 25% of the following administrative limits, 'the TLD is
processed. The procedure is to pull 'the TLD and read locally, make the ;

necessary TLD-SRD comparisons and, if appropriate, reissue TLD and SRD
with notation on the dose log sheet as to what the revised dose limit
is. ;

|

f. Prior to September 1980 there were no records of evaluations of I4

discrepancies between TLD and SRD readings other than those resulting
from loss or damage of the TLD badges or obvious overexposures. This i

i

, -- -_ _
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.$'- 'was iidentif'f ed duririg .anLNRC inspection -conducted: September:2-4,1980
(NRC:RIInInspection1 Report Nos. 504324/80-33 and i S0-325/80-36),' and i:-

,

resulted'in a violation for failure to follow procedures ;in regard ~ tol
suse of TLD' dose when'the SRD dose reading = indicated exposures in. excess.-

|of|the .10 CFR.20.101 limit.1 As a; result, BSEP instituted the program..

.

cas detailed in'CP&L' letter of response to'NRC dated 10/30/80.- Instruc -'

' '
- tions,for implementation are.found on the form for "Special Dosimetry

' ' Evaluation", and the "SpecialiDosimetry Evaluation . form. The~ inspector
,

questioned the practices of adjustment of the'SRD readings by: subtract--
~

:
.

:ing;out'those readings which do not. exceed 20' mrem, and adjusti.ng the
tof.alsfag~ain for skin.'and whole- body readings. - Additional review of'
the procedurestande calculations 1by' the ilicensee is3 necessary (IFI

^50-325/80-45-10).;
,

g. Based: on. the above findings,- this : portion of .th'e - licensee's program
.

. appears to ' be acceptable,- but improvements in the following areas -
:should be considered:

~ . (1) beta'and neutron dosimetry device response.and evaluations; .

; (2) _ computerizatien of- TLD and personnel' dosimetry information;
<

. , - ..(3) . cuality control checks for external dosimetry; and,

! (4) self-reading dosimeter /TLD comparisons.
.

, .

: . - 7. . Internal Exposure Control

a. Dosimetry Program-

.(1) The itcensee's biosurveillance program is detailed in Volume III,-
' Radiation Control: and Protection Manual, Radiation Control and
Test Procedure 0200,'" Respiratory Protection Program" and Proce-4

1- dure 0420, . '!Whole Body Counting". The primary onsite biosurveil- -

lance capability is a' standup system for whole body counting. The
. detection system consists of two 4" .NaI(T1) scintillation ~detec-
- tors with associated-preamplifiers and shadow ' shield connected to

a computer based multi-channel analy7.er for data acquisition and.
N analysis.

.

'p

^
The current whole body counter (WBC) was placed in service onsite-
about -May 1980. The previous whole body counting system was a
mobile unit provided by the ' Harris Energy and Environmental

,

Center. If required during high use periods, both whole body
counters would be.-used. The operation of the mobile' unit was not
observed, but documentation for the last calibration, January 26-

| 28, 1980, was revi.ewed. Documentation for calibration of the' '

mobile system appeared to be appropriate and complete, and
1
.!

4
,
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included the method of -calibration ' using ' eight radionuclide'~

standards _ (certification verified)', detector. efficiencies _and --

~ correction factors, resolution,-lower' limit of detection,- 2 ~.si gma
errors and calibration factors for manual operation.

-(2) Draft report, "Calib,ation Report for Standup Critical ' Organ-
Counter at Brunswick Steam Electric Plant, Southport, NC" dated

~ November 1980, was received _ from the Harris Energy and Environ-
mental Center. .The report stated that fifteen radionuclides were
used for calibration (source certification ^ included) and that-

confirmatory- counts of standards were made. -However, complete
~

data on calibration of the system were'not in the report, so the
calibrat' ion could not be verified (IFI 50-325/80-45-11).

An observaticn of the daily calibration check of the onsite whole
body counter verified that the current procedure was available and
adhered to. Certificates for the calibration check sources used
in the phantom were not available onsite. A licensee representa-
tive stated that the source certification should be on file at the
Harris' Energy and Environmental Center because the sources were on
-loan until the site could procure their own. This was not
verified. An "In-Vivo -Monitoring Quality- Control Log" was used to
document the routine check. An operational check was required
prior to each use and at least every six hours during extended
use. These records were available and up-to-date.

(3) Annual whole body cou'nts were required by Volume III of the
Radiation Control and Protection Manual and RC&T Procedure 0420 of
permanent plant personnel but not of non plant personnel.
Licensee representatives indicated that baseline and termination
whole body counts were normally completed on all personnel,
permanent or visitor. The inspector stated that a firm require-
ment should be established for all personnel to receive a WBC
before their first assignment, annually and prior-to termination

as recommended in ANSI N343-1978 (IFI 50-325/80-45-12).

(4) The ANSI N343-1978 standard recommends that in-vivo measurement
systems be supplied with regulated electrical power. Contrary to
this, the onsite whole body counter was not suppl.ied with a
regulated power supply. Personnel opereting-the system indicated
that background problems had also been experienced because of
movement of radioactive material on trucks immediately outside the
building. Consideration should be giver to providing ' regulated
electrical power and either relocation of the whole body counter
or rerouting of trucks carrying radioactive materials to reduce

variations in ambient radiation fields (IFI 50-325/80-45-13).

.
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-b. ' Exposure Review

' (1) Comparisons of air sample results with respiratbry protection worn
and whole-body count data were not performed as ?far as could be

, -

determined. ' At the onsite whole body counter, a log was main-
tained which showed names, dosimeter numbers and date of personnel
counted. However, whole body count data was not kept at the site;
it was sent to the Harris Energy and' Environmental Center for. a

~

-permanent record and inclusion in L a computer data base. Previ-
ously the facility had received reports of whole body counts and
'their results, but the practice had been stopped many months
before : this; inspection. RC&T ' management was unaware of the
change. It was recommended that whole body count data'be'made
available to the sita for evaluation of respiratorv protection
program effectiveness, and trend analys1s (IFI 50-325/80-45-14).

(2) RC&T Procedure 0420 provides for followup whole body counting of
personnel with . positive indication's greater than 10% of' the
maximum permissible body burden (MPBB). No procedural . criteria
existed outlining provisions for urinalysis or fecal analysis,
biological models and methods for dose evaluation or routine
evalution of program effectiveness (IFI 50-325/80-45-15).

(3) RC&T Procedure 0220, Section 8.1 provided for a respirator study
to be performed "if personnel could receive or exceed 2 'MPC
hours / day or 10 MPC hours / week." A review of the respiratory
studies log indicated that ten studies had been performed in 1979
and five studies in 1980. A review of WBC data provided by the
Harris Energy and Environmental Center (appeared to be permanent
CP&L personnel only) showed 87 counts with positive results
greater than 5% MPBB for the period February 1980 through October
1980. Of these 87 counts, respirator studies were in file for
only eight personnel. Two whole body count results in April and
July 1980 were above 10% MPBB (33.8% and 17.4%, respectively).

Respirator studies relating to the internal deposition were not
found in the respirator study file or in their personal file
folder, and the individual intakes were not evalua~ted in terms of

the 40-hour intake control measure of 10 CFR 20.103(b)(2). The
inspector stated that the 33.8% body burden results appear to
represent an intake in excess of the 40-hour control measure and
the failure to take and document action to preclude recurrence was4

considered to 'be a violation of 10 CFR 20.103(b)(2). (50-325/
80-45-16)

(4) MPC-HR accountability is minimal. Records of breathing zone air
concentrations and personnel exposure times in airborne radio-
activity areas are required by 13 CFR 20.103(a)(3) in order to

-_ , - _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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perform MPC hour calculations for all past airborne exposure
- events .under certain conditions. The: inspector . reviewed air

~

sample logs and verified that results of air samples'are available
for each entry into an airborne radioactivity area. However, a
review of; radiation work permits (RWP) revealed numerous-examples-
of inadequate records of stay times. The inspector acknowledged
that accurate stay - times do- not appear to ' bn required. More
conservative estimates of actual stay times c.n be used and would.

satisfy the regulatory requirements. Nevertheless, accurate stay
times should be recorded on the RWP so that exact MPC hour-calcu-
lations may be performed when needed. Precise RWP stay time
information in radiation areas would provide the necessary data
for determining occupational' doses based on radiation sury y data
when evaluating TLD/ pocket dosimeter discrepancies. The inspector
recommended that accurate stay times in radiation and airborne
radioactivity areas be recorded on RWPs and-maintained for any
patentially require 0 exposure study (IFI 50-325/80-45-17).

(5) The quantity of air samples taken for evaluation of airborne
radicactivity concentrations appeared adequate. For the period
August 1,.1980 to August 4, 1980, 109 air samples-were logged.
For.the month of November 1980, approximately 540 air samples were
logged. However, two instances were noted during the inspection
in which sample locations were not representative of personnel
breathing zones. On December 11, 1980, the air sample nead at the
mask ~ cleaning station was observed in a position facing the wall
rather than toward the personnel work area. On December 13, 1980,
the air sampler in the small tool decontamination area was
observed in a position across the room from the personnel work
area. Both conditions were corrected immediately (see Section 8.d
for additional details). Licensee management had expressed some
concern about representativeness of the breathing zone of air
samples, and it was noted that ten lapel samplers had been ordered
to assist in ensuring representative sampling.

c. Respiratory Protection

(1) The respiratory protection program was reviewed for content and
adequacy of training, medical examination requirementsi . respirator
fitting program, cleaning and decontamination methods, inspection,
testing, repair, packaging and storage and inventory. .

The licensee's respiratory protection program is described in
Radiation Control and Test Procedure 0220, " Respiratory Protection
Program." The procedure referenced 10 CFR 20.103 and NUREG 0041.
A formal program was in place and credit was taken for protection
factors as contained in the reference documents. One individual,
an RC&T foreman, was assigned the responsibility for the respira-
tory protection program.

1
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',(2)- The| classroom respiratory protection training as. req'uired by RC&T-

'

Procedure 0220, consisted of-a thirty minute presentation followed
by's written test. A score of 70% or better was required to pass
the examination. It. was the opinion of the appraisal team inspec-

| tors that -the training presentation needed improvement in. the
areas'of engineering control description and use; discussion of?
the'' airborne contaminants, their physical properties, MPC's,- -

toxicity, and means of . detection; ~ and, the reasons for wearing
respiratory protection (IFI:50-325/80-45-18).

: Documentation of the classroom training is entered on a Re'spira-
tory Training Checklirt form and a copy of the individual's test
and test score is attached. This form has locations for documen-
tation of medical examination-and " Practical Respiratory Training"-
(or. respirator fi_t test) when accomplished. The form is placed -in
the individual's dosimetry file as a permanent record.

.(3): Successful completion of the classroom respiratory ' training 'is
. followed by practical respiratory training at a respirator fit
: booth. This training consists of verbal instructions on donning a
respirator, technique of performing a negative pressure fit test
and a qualitative fit test in an enclosed testing bath. The
challenge atmosphere is amyl acetate sprayed manualhe into the
booth through a hole in the side. The lack of detection of the
banana. oil smell by the applicant is accepted as indication of an
acceptable respirator fit. The procedure is repeated for full
face particulate. filter respirators and for supplied air respira-
tors. Section'8.3.4 of RC&T procedure 0220 describes tne respir-
ator fit technique. A copy of this procedure was not at the test
booth, but a list of simulated work conditions was posted on the

^ booth. The performance of these sineulated work conditions was not
required. The inspector stated that performance of the simulated

-work conditions listed in Section 8.5.1.2 of NUREG-0041 should be
mandatory for all respiratory fittings. The appraisal team-

inspectors recommended that a quantitative f.it system be estab-*

lished to provide objective and quantitative respirator fit data
(IFI 50-325/80-45-19). Discussions with plant personnel indicated
that this was a recognized deficiency and budgeting had been
provided and purchasing of a quantitative test systsm was in
progress. Also, a specific respirator fit- procedure, more>

complete than Section 8.3.4 of the Respirato'ry Protection Manual,
had been written and was in the review and approval process.'

(4) A medical examination is rewired to verify physical and mental
ability to wear respirators under simulated and actual working
conditions. For CP&L employees, a statement to this effect is
included on a standard form, "CP&L Medical Evaluation of Nuclear

,

Power Plant Workers'!, completed after examination by a medical
doctor from the local community. Contractor and visitor personnel

. - . .
_ . - - -
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c' - are . required to have 'a signed statement from a physician testi-
fying to. their physical and mental ability to wear respiratory
devices.before. receiving authorization to wear respirators. These
statements are - filed 'in the individ::al's personal folder and
confirmatory documentation entered . on. the Respirator: Training -
Checklist and Respirator Qualification Card by dosimetry' per-
sonnel.

Upon1 successful completion of' classroom respiratory training,
medical examination, and practical respiratory training (resp'-
rator fit), ~ a Respirator . Qualification Card is completed and
placed in a card . file located in the Health Physics office near
the - RC&T control . point window. The RC&T Control Point window is- ,

the issue station for RWP's and for respirators if required by the
,

RWP.

If respiratory protection is required by the RWP, the RC&T techni--
cian at the window verifies the authorization to wear respiratory
protection by review of the Respirator Qualification Card file.
Discussions with RC&T- control point window technicians verified
that personnel. who .had requested respiratory protective devices
and did not have a completed card on file were denied respirators.
They were sent to the- dosimetry personnel for verification of
qualification by information in their personal file or for succes-

.

- sful completion of the requirements.

.(5) A review of the Respirator Qualification Card file by'the inspec-
tor showed numerous instances of cards on which all the require-
ments had not been signed off as completed. A~ review of selected
personal files from the dosimetry section also indicatd numerous
Respiratory Training : Checklists on which one or more of the
requirements for authorization to wear respiratory p otection were
not signed as completed. To determine if respiratory ~ devices had
been issued only to authorize personnel, RWP's from November and
December 1980, which required respiratory protection to be worn,
were randomly selected and reviewed. Records of approximately
fifty personnel authorized to work under the control of those
permits were reviewed. Between the personal files. in Dosimetry
and the Respirator Qualification Card file ~ in the7HP office,
signed verification that all had met the qualifications for
authorization was verified.

The name of each person who is issued a respirator is entered in a
Respirator Issue log maintained at the RC&T Control Point window.
Records of personnel who had been issued respiratory devices from
11-14-80 through 11-18-80 (approximately 25 people) were reviewed.
Again, between the personal files in Dosimetry and the Respirator

1

l
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Qualification Card file, allLwere verified as having met the
qualifications for autnorization to wear respirators.

The inspector stated that the Respirator Qualification Card file -

should be reviewed and incomplete cards be removed or updated to
provide at least one complete ' source .of verifi' cation .for the RC&T
technician'at the Control Point window for more efficient use of
his time. . A review and update was initiated.

Annual classroom respirator retraining, medical examinati-on and
practical respirator training (respirator fitting) are required to-
maintain respirator qualification. In the above noted review'of
records, authorization te wear respirators was current and, -for-
personnel onsite'over one year, documentaton of previo"s authori-
zation was on file in one or both of the record locations.

(6) When respirators'.are issued at the RC&T Control Point window and
qualification is verified, the name of the individual, RWP number,
respirator identification number and date are entered in the-
Respirator Issue log. Under the observation of the RC&T techni-
cians,'the individual removes the respirator from its storage bag,
inspects it for obvious defects and dons it for a negative pres-
sure fit test. If all checks are satisfactory, the respirator is
replaced in the bag and the worker released to take the respirator
to the work site. The worker is given the responsibility of
placing the used respirator in a yellow plastic bag upon removal
from the contam bated area, surveying it for gross contamination
and- returning it to the RC&T mask cleaning station. Workers are
instructed and required to notify the RC&T Control Point window -
technician that the respirator has been returned, which is noted
in the Respirator Issue log. Routine review of documentation is
made and followup on respirators not returned or lost is
conducted.

,

(7) The respirator cleaning, decontamination, drying, surveying,
packaging and storage area is located in the~ service area. Used,
bagged respirators were received in 55 gallon barrels at the
decontamination staton. Respirators are removed from the bags,
used filter cannisters discarded, masks decontaminated if neces-
sary, and cleaned and sanitized in d' al sinks.u

The respirators are partially disassembled, that is valves, hoses,
etc., are removed. A metal equipment cabinet has been modified
for use -as a drying cabinet with forced air heating. After
dacontamination, cleaning, sanitizing and drying, the respirators
and associated parts are inspected, surveyed, reassembled, new
filters installed and packaged in plastic bags. A tag noting the
date and the initials of the surveyor is placed in the bag with

4
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In' depen-'the respirators or on the'new filters prior'to reissue.
, - .dentisurveys of ready-to-issue respirators indicated no detectable

contamination.
~

_

The supply of respirators.on 12-10-80 was 145 particulate filter -
. * - : respirators and 30 ' airline respirators. ' Al reserve ' supply _is

.

. maintained on-shelves ~-near1the rotating use supply. The reserve .
-

supply:is also bagged but the. shelves are marked.that the contents
: _''

-~ not to be used until inspected and approved by .RC&T. The-'

.

- 1 supply of respirators and parts' appeared adequate.
.

~

c It .was :noted .that respirators on the shelves were positioned to
C

. lay both on the lens and on. the' sealing surface. - Numerous res-
pirators were also'found packaged very tightly-wrapped with tape.
When questioned about the -potential for distorting the sealing
surface, a licensee ' representative . agreed that the practice .was -
not appropriate. He explained that the supply of.. normal sized.

bags for: respirator-packaging had been' depleted and that the ones
'in use '.iere a substitute until regular supplies were received.
Older packaged respirators on the shelves were significantly.
larger and appropriately sealed.

Personnel performing the. respirator processing were not HP tech-
nicians. Training records indicated that these personnel had,
however, received specific training for the activities they
performed (decontaminating, cleaning, sanitizing, surveying,
inspection, etc.). Personnel who~ performed the inspections,'

repair and testing of the SCBA devices had been trained and
certified by the manufacturer.

;

Each respirator is uniquely' numbered and a card -file is main '
tained. Each time a respirator is processed, a record is made
which' included any abnormalities or any repairs made. Cards are

- also maintained for those lost, destroyed, or removed. from -

service. .

(8); Breathing air is supplied from the facility. service air compres-
sors for airline respirators and bubble suits and from compressed
bottles for SCBA units. Three oil-less air ' compressors provide
instrument and service air for each of the.two reactors. Both
sets of compressors are located in corridors opening ~into the>

,

b'reezeway between the reactor building and the turbine building.
The service air system uses receiving air tanks but no moisture
removers or filtration devices. An Air Filtering Manifold-

: Assembly (AFMA) is connected to the service air when used for
breathing air. A system for documenting filter change and main-
tenance of the AFMA units (11 are in-house) was being implemented
at the time of the appraisal. Record cards were available and
procedures were being written.,

q,
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(9) The intake. for the service . air compressors is protected with
roughing filters. Direct measurement on the filter media with a'

" Rascal" and an HP 210 probe indicated approximately 2000_ cpm
-- above ackground. The corridors from which the compresscrs draw

the'. air supply and the breezeway from which they extend had a
.

history of frequent airborne gaseous radioactivity. The appraisal
team recommended that a review of the use of service air for
breathing air supply be made arJ consideration given to.providing
a separate, dedicated system. Although an -- AFMA assembly is
connected when service air is used for breathing air,- the
breathing air compressor supply should be drawn from a -less
potentially contaminated area (IFI 50-325/80-45-20).

The service *.ir is tested on a six-month frequency to assure it
meets the specifications ~of Grade "0" air. Records of tests from
1976 to 1980 were reviewed. These tests were performed in-house
using commercially available detector tubes. The sensitivity of
the tuba used to detect the concentrations defined in NUREG-0041,
particularly for condensed hydrocarbons, is questioned. Review of
testing sensitivity -is recommended and retesting performed if
necessary (IFI 50-325/80-45-21).

SCBA air tanks were filled onsite using a cascade system and
vendor supplied breathing air bottles. Records of air tank
hydrostatic test status and routine checks were in place and
current.,

d. Based on the above findings, improvements in the following areas are
required to achieve an acceptable program:

(1) procedures to implement the evaluation of intakes which may exceed
40 MpC-hours and take end document corrective action for cases
exceeding this value, as required in 19 CFR 20.103(b)(2);

(2) indirect evaluation of internal disposition of radioactive
material, i.e., provision for urinalysis and fecal analysis,
biological models and methods;

. .

(3) routine evaluattor; of respiratory protection program . effective-
ness, and trend enalysis; '

.

(4) fit-te ;ing of respiratory protection devices;

(5) MPC hour accountability program;

(6) calibration for the whole body counter and certification of
sources used as daily check sources;

i

|
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-(7) ensite maintenance ' of . in-vivo analytical results for use in"
program review and 1. rend analysis;

' (8) regulated ' electrical power supply. and variations in ambient
radiation fields for the onsite whole body counter;

(9) frequency for performing whole body counts;
2

-(10) quality of breathing air;

(11) onsite knowledge and approval of all program changes that affect~

the site;

(12) classroom respiratory protection training; and,

(13) maintenance of current and complete Respirator Qualification
records.

8. Routine Surveillance Program

s. The licensee's routine surveillance program at the Brunswick facility
was reviewed for completeness and adequacy. The program'is outlined in
radiation control procedures 0100, " Routine /Special Dose Rate' Survey",
0111, " Routine /Special Survey for Removable Surface Contamination" and
0120, . " Routine /Special Airborne Radioactivity Survey". These proce-
dures provide for daily, weekly, and monthly dose rate surveys, con-
tamination smears, and airborne radioactivity surveys. The main
portion of' the routine surveillance program is executed on the back-
shift. Special surveys are performed as the need arises. The survey
locati ans and frequency appear to be adequate for a routine indoor
surveillance program. Review of completed survey records indicated
that surveys 'were generally adequate and appropriate for radiation
protection.'

b. Radiation work permit (RWP) records were reviewed to verify appropriate
requirements for work being performed. Of the RWPs reviewed, the
stipulated requirements appeared to be appropriate _ for-the work assign-
ment and to be complete and adequate for radiation protection of
personnel. However, nurrerous examples existed of inadequate records of
. stay times in a radiation or airborne radioactivity area. (See section

'7.b.(4) for additional details.)
'

' -

c. The inspector reviewed the licensen's surveillance program for alpha
and beta contamination. Beta instrumentation is on order for the
Brunswick facility. The inspectors did not substantiate a beta radi-
ation problem at the plant. Smears are analyzed for alpha contamina-
tion month *ey. Records indicate that no alpha problems exist. Special

:
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' alpha surveys are performed when spent fuel shipments arrive froni'
CP&L's H. B. Robinson facility for storage in the Brunswick spent fuel
pool. There is no alpha air sampling program.

d. Normal air sampling is conducted by eleven CAM units through the
tacility and six low volume air samplers. Silver zeolite cartridges

are provided for accident air sampling. However, the CAM units are not
accurately calibrated so that each machine can be used only as a trend
indicator of local airborne activity. During a tour of the facility,
inspectors encountered two areas where inadequate breathing zone air
sampling was being conducted: respirator wash area and small' tool
decon room. At the former location, workers were washing respirators
at a sink with the air sampler located approximately 6 feet away
pointing in the opposite direction. In the latter example, workers
were deconning small tools at a bench with the air sample'being taken
approximately 5 feet behind them. The above examples of inadequate
surveys are violations of 10 CFR 20.201(b) and 16 CFR 20.103(a)(3)
(Violation 50-325/80-45-22).

e. The inspector, 'accomMnied by licensee representatives, conducted
radiation and contamination surveys outside the principal buildings of
the facility and inside and outside the protected area fence. The
following items and conditions were observed:

(1) individual coveralls ready for issuance were reading approximately
0.5 mR/hr above background. The procedural limit is 0.5 mR/hr
above background. As a result, the licensee has committed to
establishing a contamination < 1othing serveillance program fol-
lowing receipt from their cleaning contractor to ensure radiation
and contamination limits are not exceeded.

(2) a portion of a drain trough in the oil storage building was found
to be contaminated to 1000 to 1500 cpm above background by an
HP210/ Rascal detector. The licensee decontaminated the area,
drummed the contatinat2d sludge, and shipped the drum offsite for
burial.

,

(3) the nonaccessible, underside of a floor drain in the tool decon
room was found to be contaminated to 1000 dpm/100 sq cm removable
radioactivity. The accessible top part of the drain ~was clean.
Three floor drains in the breezeway were observed- to be reading
approximately 1100 cpm using an HP210/ Rascal detector. One drain
in Unit 2 showed a definite trail of contamination from the
booster pump room. Smears of the floor and the accessible surface
of the floor drain were clean. It appeared that the breezeway
floor had recently been painted. The inspector stated that the
interior portions of floor drains should be surveyed and decon- |

tarinated prior to re-establishing a clean area. The inspector !
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witnessed such a survey of an electrical pit outside the Unit '2
Turbine Building which was within a roped off area following a
recent spil" . The inspector had no further questions.

(4) a yellow shoe cover in the construction contractor clean tool shed
was discovered reading 4 mR/hr. Removable contamination levels
were approximately 500 dpm/100 sq cm. A two foot long section of
wood found in the contractor's parking lot outside the protected
area fence was contaminated to over 3000 dpm/100 sq cm smearable.
The . licensee was informed of this discovery and initiated a
detailed survey of each piece of wood in the pile. Radi~ation
Control and Test Procedure 0215 specifies a smearable beta gamma
contamination limit for unrestricted area release of less than or-

equal to 200 dpm/100 sq cm. Failure to follow procedures is a
violation of Technical Specifications (50-325/80-45-23).

f. All personnel ara required to frisk their hands, face, and feet with an
RM-14/HP-210 p?abe prior to leaving the breezeway, the radwaste loading
dock, and the protected area. Licensee personnel are positioned at
each monitoring location and are responsible for ensuring that proper
frisker techniques are used. Frisker set points are set at 100 cpm
above background and are checked daily to ensure compliance during
possible background fluctuations. In addition to-the friskers, portsl
monitors are located at aach exit of the protected area. Procedures
require detection of 0.1 mR/hr. An inspector conducted a check survey
of all portal monitors and frisker locations with a 0.134 pCi cesium-
137 check source.- All friskers responded as required. The four portal
monitors at the contractor exit point and the three at the service-
building' exit point of the protected area did not alarm (see Section
11.b.(7) for additional details). New higher sensitive portal monitors
have been ordered. The inspector stated that portal monitor sensi-
tivity and respec.se will be reviewed during future inspections (IFI
50-325/80-45-24).

g. The inspectors noted two areas with a high potent'al for spread of
contamination outside of the facility: the radwaste loading dock and
the small tool decon room. The radsaste building. opens to the loading-

dock through large doors near which are located the portable deminera-
lizers. Wash down solutions and potential spflis'can fl~ow out of the
building onto the loading dock. An entry point from the outside into
the small tool decon area is througli a roll up dcor. No negative
pressure inside the area was observed. Airborne activity can escape
through this path. The inspector was informed that a new decontami-
nation building has been designed which will eliminate this problem.
The licenste should provide measures to control the spread of contam-
.ination from these locations (IFI 50-325/80-45-25).

i
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. 'h; Based on the~.above findings, improvements in the following areas' areE
required to achieve an acceptable program;

(1)' . breathing zone air' sampling. program;
,

> .

(2) con'tamination surveillance. program; -

-. (
(3) ~ recording stay times in RWP areas;. 4 -

(4) incoming washed anti-contamination clothing monitoring program;
and

-

,

-(5) controli;ng spread of contamination outside of the facility.

- 9. - ALP.A Program
,

a. The recommended bases for an ALARA program are contained in Regulatory
Guides G.8,:"Information Relevant to Ensuring.that Occupational Radia-
tion Exposuresfat Nuclear; Power Stations will be as Low as is Reason-
ably.- Achievable (ALARA)", and. 8.10, originally dated April 1974,
" Operating Philosophy for Maintaining Occupational Radiation Exposures
as Low as is Reasonably Achievable". In addition,10 CFR 20.1(c),
states thatL"... persons engaged in activities under licenses issued by

.NRC...should make every reasonable effort to maintain raciiation expo-
sures...as low as_ is reasonably achievable." From discussions with.
licensee representatives, review of procedures and observations of work -
activities the inspectors found that a formal ALARA program had been ,

established at BSEP and many of the elements of the ALARA program bases
!refer' red to above had been implemented.

Formal establishment of 'the program is through RC&T Procedure 4100,
"ALARA . Program" dated March 23, 1980, and appointment of an ALARA
Specialist to the Environmental and Radiation Control staff. Procedure
4100 establishes an ALARA subcommittee as a standing subcommittee of:

the Plant Nuclear Safety Committee (PNSC) to act as an advisory group
on Plant ALARA, sets up a mechanism for review and evaluation of plant>

procedures and modifications, and establishes pro'cedures for ALARA
evaluations of ' specific jobs or tasks involving radiation exposures.

: The inspector's review in this area showed that the formal _ program had
2 only been partially implemented by the time of_thesappraisal. Primary

emphasis has been in the areas of training, review procedure develop--
ment and RWP' reviews. It was recommended that additional' management
attention shculd be given to getting the program fully established and
functional. .

!

The radiation control procedure system was reviewed and is outlined in*

RC&T Procedure 4000, " Format, Approval and Revisions for RC&T Instruc-
,

tions and Procedures". The precedure program appeared to be in a'
-

c
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rapidly changing 5 state during the inspection period with -numerous:
: procedures in the review and approval stage and numerous procedures-
.having been revised and reissued within the previous few months.
Procedures appea' red to be comprehensive, detailed and adequate except
for two concerns. Procedures were not paginated; therefore, it was,

tr - difficult to determine if the complete procedure _ was in hand.
. Secondly, it was not obvious; to personnel using the procedures .tnat
they had the current procedure.

An inspector discussed the application of dose reduction techniques at
BSEP: and noted that techniques such as local shielding, portable air
filtration units, mockups, dry runs and preplanning had been employed
on various jobs to reduce individual doses _ and plant man-rem. The
inspector noted that quantification of job-specific dose was difficult

'because the ALARA Specialist does not have a . computerized data base
management system avialable for efficient utilization of the ALARA-

data. The inspector recommended that the necessary computer capability
be provided to the ALAPA program and licensee representatives stated
that a system was currently under review which would provide this as
well as other data handl.ng and analysis capability that would improve
efficiency. of operation.

b. Based on the above findings, this portion of the licensee's program
appears to be acceptable, but improvements in the following areas
should be considered:

(1) ALARA program implementation;

_(2) format and procedure control system; and

(3) computer capability in managing the ALARA data and providing
information on program effectiveness.

.

10. Radioactive Waste Management,

a'
Process Waste Gas Systema.

(1) . Treatment of radioacti re waste gases from the Radwaste Building,
.

Steam Jet Air Ejector (SJAE), and Standby Gas Trea,tment Sytems
(SBGT) consists of a 30 minute delay line.enroute to.an elevated
release point and a HEPA filtration system at the base of the
stack. Intrinsic to the SBGT is a HEPA/ charcoal filtration system
to mitigate the activity of releases to the process waste gas
system. Turbine Building exhausts are processed through an
independent HEPA/ charcoal filtration system. Both Reactor
Buildings exhaust to the atmosphere through monitored roof vents.
The monitors provide isolation of the building and activation of
the SBGT upon a high activity signal. The Control Building

,
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possesses its own emergency HEPA/ charcoal filtration system to
process radioactive exhausts following an accident. The inspector
was informed by . licensee representatives that the Augmented Off
Gas (A0G) processing system is not and has never been in operation
due to problems encountered with hydrogen detonations and various
other system inadequacies.

(2) Radioactive gaseous release points and monitor locations are
spect"ted in Table 3.5-4 of the station Environmental Technical
Specification (ETS). The main stack provides the principal
release path for the station discharging effluents from'the SJAE
(since the A0G system is not.in use), Radwaste Bui"'.ng, Turbine
Gland Seal Condenser and the Mechanical Vacuum Pump, and from the
Reactor Building when high activity is monitored during releases
from this source. An inspector selectively reviewed records of
gaseous releases for calendar year 1980.

(3) Section 2.5.2 of the ETS specifies instantaneous, quarterly
average, and yearly average release rate limits for noble gas,
iodine, and particulate discharges from the main stack (elevated
release) and building vents (ground level release). The inspector
noted that routine weekly discharge calculations are performed and
compared to one-fifty second of the yearly release limit. The
weekly releases are summed for required effluent reports. The
inspector performed independent calculations comparing quarterly
ETS limits and the licensee's sum of 13 weekly releases and
concluded that no limits were exceeded using either method.

(4) NUREGs 0578 and 0737 require continuous post-accident sampling of
iodine, particulate, and noble gaseous releases. The licensee has
installed and is maintaioing an on-line radiation detector at the
base of the stack as the hort-term solution to this monitoring
requirement. The inspector was informed that a reevaluation has
been initiated to ensure that full compliance with the continuous
sampling criteria is achieved by the revised completion date
specified in NUREG 0737.

b. Filtration / Ventilation Systems ~

'

(1) An inspector reviewed results of Periodic Filter Tests PT 15.1 and
PT 21.1 for the Standby Gas Treatment System and the Control
Building Emergency Filter System respectively to determine com-
pliance with the requirement of Technical Specification 4.6.6.1
and 4.7.2. Records indicate that the frequency of tests and
acceptance criteria for these filter systems have been met. The
results of a filter inspection of the Turbine Building Filter
units by the licensee's qualified consultant performed pursuant to
the specifications of IE Bulletin 80-03 were also examined.
Records indicate that no adverse conditions were encountered.
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(2) The inspector accompanied by Itcensee representatives conducted an.
inspection of both SBGT filter units in each reactor tiding, the
Control Building Emergency Filter train, and both TL., ' ae Building
filter systems. The following observations were made:

Standby Gas Treatment Systems-

(a) evidence of moisture (rust) was observed on the com-
partment floors in each train;

(b) both trains in Unit I were operating above 100% humidity.
and condensation was observed on the interior walls of

_

each train;
(c) no indication of pressure differential was available in

Control Room for any train;
(d) alarm in control room for high humidity was not acti-

vated because system was in standby mode only;
(e) two of four trains did not have maximum flow indications

on their incline manometer;
(f) one of two trains with a maximum flow indication had two

such indications; and
(g) it appears that drains for the compartment fire protec-

tion water deluge system vent to the building atmosphere
providing the potential for filter bypass.

Control Room Emergency Filter System-

(a) no parameter indications were available in the Control
room (e.g., flow, differential pressure, temperature)

Turbine Building Filter Systeus-

(a) both trains were operating with upstream HEPA differ-
ent;al pressure gauge offscale high (greater than 4

'inches water);
(b) both trains had carbon dust on floor in post-adsorber

compartment; and
(c) 43% of the upstream HEPA filters were installed with the

pleats horizontal (other HEPA filters in housing were
not observable due to nature of installatidny.

'

(3) The inspector informed licensee management of these . observed
conditions expressing concern over the effect that high humidity
would have on the efficiency of both SBGT filter trains in the
Unti 1 Reactor Building. Flow was immediately initiated and
maintained through the units, in addition to supplementary heater
actuation, to dry the carbon beds. Several hours were required to
re-establish optimum operating conditions within the assemblies.
The SBGT systems are required to begin filtering post-accident
Reactor Building releases immediately.

E
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M : (4)'IThe.inspectorstatedthatalthough,itLappearstherequirements'of;z

, 3 theTechnical: Specification have been met, the above observations
: reflect "conditionsiinTdisagreement' with many ; recommendations fof. ,

(Regulatory Guide '1.52,and ORNL-NSICa65, " Design, Construction, and
W - Testir.g of High-Efficiency; Air-Filtration: Systems for Nuclear;

JApplication".1 The _ inspector stated that:the plant should have_a-+

F ~ ' routine. monitoring. program for.~ operating- parameters; (such a as:
'

~ : differential- pressure,- flowrate, and humidity) for the.SBGT,-CBEF,
' andzthe Turbine Building Filter Systems. The establishment of a

routine'. operating parameter surveillance program for the plant's'
HEPA/ charcoal filter systems to - ensure that . thec systemsn are~

maintained Jin optimum working- condition _ will -be verified during
~ future inspections'(IFI 50-325/80-45-26).

~

,

'(5) On : December 16. an'd -18, ; 1980',. an -inspector accompanied by 3 a
'

licensee representative _ examined air flow patterns with a hot wire_

anemometer and smoke . tubes. . General : areas As well' as specific '
'

- cubicles _ in the Reactor, Turbine, - and Radv tste . Buildings were
inspected. In addition all ventilated chemistry hoods were -
checked. . Following the building' surveys, the inspector concluded
that air. flow' patterns appeared to be from. areas' of lesser contam-
ination to. areas' of ~ greater contamination in keeping with good

p health physics practices;

: (6) . The' examination of the' ventilated chemistry hoods ' revealed some
3 discrepancies.;- NBS Handbook 92 recommends' that for-low to moder-

ate levels of radioactive _ materials, the average velocity-through
'' openings in.the-hood must be;100_fpm. Although hood face velo--

- cities at the Reactor and Turbine Building ' sampling stations
' satisfactorily met this condition, the Radwaste Building hood and -

~

individual-' hoods- in the chemistry laboratory did not. If the"'

chemistry laboratory hood doorsLwere partially closed,- adequate-
,

. hood face' velocity was maintained. The inspector stated that -

'._
means should.be provided to ensure proper face exhaust velocities

,

across chemistry laboratory hoods during use (IFI . 50-325/80-
,

45-27). |

: '(7) The inspector discussed with 'icensee representatives the means'of
collection and capability for processing gaseous releases from l
liquid tank vents. Most tanks containir.g radioactive -liquids are -
in the Radwaste Building and vent directly to.the. building venti-
lation system. As previously stated, the radwaste building*

ventilation exhausts to the main stack where it is monitored,
filtered, and released. Yard tanks, however, are 'not collected

-

and vent directly to the atmosphere. This includes the Condensate
- . Storage' Tank (CST). The inspector questioned licensee representa-

tives about the possibility that t is method of venting the CST5<

- ~ constitutes an unmonitored release point. A licensee representa-
: tive stated that the levels of activity from off gases in the CST
,

s

i
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|were~ so. small that he 'did not see any problem with potential-
releases. However, the licensee will study .the potential for
liquid to overflow out the vent if the CST is overfilled (50-325/
80-45-28).

c. Liquid Waste Pror:essing System

(1) The liquid radwaste system processes water of different radio-
active and chemical purity for reuse or offsite disposal. Clean
Radwaste (CRW) is high purity / low conductivity (less than '100
micrombos) water. Dirty Radwaste (DRW) is low purity /high con-
ductivity (greater than -100 micrombos) water. Principal sources
of CRW are equipment drains, whiln floor drains and chemical
wastes constitute the principal sources of DRW.

(2) The system was designed such that CRW would be reclaimable for use
within the facility if required. High purity wastes are collected
in the Waste Collector Tank,. pro' cessed through a filter /deminera-

-lizer, and collected in the Waste Sample Tank- for sampling. prior
to release to the Condensate Storage Tank (CST) or the discharge
canal. Other process pathways are available if further cleanup is
required. High conductivity iiquid wastes are collected in the

Floor Drain Collector Tank (FDCT). If the concentration of
radioactive and chemical impurities is low enough, the contents of
the FDCT can be filtered, stored in the Floor Drain Sample Tank
for sampling, and released to the discharge canal, provided the
sample meets the~ release criteria. If the sample analysis indi-
cates further processing is necessary, the water can be trans-
ferred to the Waste Neutralizer Tank for processing through a 50
gpm concentrator or through a reverse osmosis (RO) unit to the
Waste Surge Tank. At the time of the appraisal inspection avail-
able processing methods did not include the RO unit nor the 50 gpm
concentrator.

(3) The inspector was informed that approximately 18 months prior to
the appraisal, the 50 gpm concentrator was replaced due to holes
in the steam buckets. The new concentrator developed leaks and,
in late summer 1980, was removed for onsite reparation. Portable
demineralzers (157 cubic foot liners) were installed .to replace-
the concentrator. The entire reverse osmosis unit 41s being
redesigned. .

(4) Near the end of November,1980, repair work on valves in the
condenser pit resulted in the transfer of sea water to the Turbine
Building Sump. Based upon discussions with licensee representa-
tives, tFe inspector estimated the total salt water intrusion to
be on the order of 5.0E+05 gallons. Once the sea water reached
the Turbine Building sump, it had to be processed as dirty
radwaste. Since the capacity of the FDCT (11.000 gal) proved to

_ _ _ _
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. be less than required, wa'ter was allowed to accumulate in :the-

radwaste building tunnels. Water was permitted to leak around the
tunnel door on the ground floor (-3 . foot . elevation) of _ the
radwaste building to. floor drains where it was sandpiper pumped to
the portable demineralization system. Normal DRW conductivity
(hundreds of micromhos) results in demineralizer bed depletions
.every 1.5 to 2.0 weeks. The salt: water conductivity (approxi-
mately 11,000 micrombos) resulted in bed depletions every 1.5-to
'2.0 days. Flooding in the Radwaste Tunnel reached as high as 35
inches. The inability to prevent the_ intermixing of radioactively
clean but highly conductive sea water with radioactive systems
resulted in unnecessarily large quantities of DRW. Modifications
to the liquid waste processing system to prevent-future sea water
intrusions from mixing with contaminated systems and minimize the
potential for flooding the basement of the Radwaste Building will
be examined during future inspections (IFI 50-325/80-45-29).

(5) Specifications for liquid waste discharges are listed in Section
2.5.1 of the Environmental Technical Specifications. An inspector
reviewed the liquid discharge procedure for completeness and
thoroughness in meeting the requirements of the technical speci-
fications. The inspector selectively reviewed release records for
calendar year 1980. No violations or deviations were identified.

(6) The inspector examined the location of the liquid waste discharge
monitor and its ability to terminate releases if high activity is
detected. The monitor is located in the basement of the Radwaste
Building near a radwaste building sump and a pipe tunnel. The
monitor is in a high background area on a building level which
floods occasionally (see previous paragraphs). Monitor background
has been relatively constant at approximately 1000 counts per
second. The inspector stated that this background appeared to be
excessive and that the monitor should be relocated to e dryer,
lower background area. A licensee representative stated that the
liquid radwaste system is being re-engineered and plans are to
move the monitor (IFI 50-325/80-45-30). Based upon discussions
with licensee representatives and personal observations, the

~

inspector concluded that ample piping exists between the liquid
discharge monitor and discharge termination va've ~t'o prevent
releases greater than established l'imits. However, there appears
to be no capability to flush the contents of that pipe length ba<:k
into the release tank for resampling. The inspector stated that a
backflush line should be provided (IFI 50-325/80-45-31).

(7) Radwaste operations are controlled from a centralized radwaste
control room by a separate radwaste operations organization.
Progress is being made toward establishing a permanent full-time
radwaste operating staff. However, at the present time, reactor
control room personnel have been assigned this duty on a rotating

-

..
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: basis. :The' radwaste foreman'lis' a senior' reactor operator who'.r
Lg .rntates.throughLon a six-month. assignment. : HisEstaff consists,of-

1a reactor operator 1(one month ~'as~signment) and two (auxiliary
; operatorsj(one' permanent position and one~ on a ' four month a'ssign--. . ,

iment). . Daily. meetings are held to ascertain amount and source of
~

. inleakage, to theili_ quid radwaste system. Backshifts are talso:a ,

: staffed by a radwaste crew.

- d .- Solid Waste Ma'nagement
:

'(1) :The solid 1 waste ' system is'.. designed. to ' solidify . spent re'si n s ,'

: centrifuge;and drum sludges, dewater portable demineralizer beds,'
and compact 1 trash. Spent resins are slurried from. the Spent Resin-'

: Tank:to a' portable UF solidification unit. operated by a vendor on-
:the radwaste' dock. Flexible h'ose connects the radwaste building.'

with the. trailer unit. Any potential spill' or overflow would ;

eventually be collected by the- yard -drains. All yard drains-

c :within the protected area. are collected and monitored prior to
release to the pond. The licensee should provide permanent pipe - 't

: connections.to the portable system and provide a more appropriate
'"means of containing potential spills.from the system (IFI-50-325/

- 80-45-32).

- (2) Depleted powdex' resin filters are.backwashed to the phase.separa-
' tors. The sludge phase is centrifuged and drummed. All ' opera-

; -tions are performed remotely. The drums are transferred to the
[ loading dock on a shielded conveyor system where they are loaded
i into specified casks for burial shipment.
:

;; -(3) The portable demineralization system processes liquid radwaste as
' described above. Temporary hose is used to connect the ~ portable

L demins with the process lines. Operat' ions of the portable system
are specified in Operations Procedure C-80-21. Handling,' change1

;. out,'and final dewatering of the radwaste portable demineralizer
are specified in Maintenance Procedure MP-33. Dewatering consists-

; of- the liner remaining undisturbed for at least 24 hours and
afterwards, pressurization of the bed to approximately 5 psig to-"

i; blow any excess liquid from the resin bed. The inspector had no
! further questions or comments on the l i cen see ''s - portabl e ,

. temporary demineralization system. ''

;

-(4) ~ An inspector reviewed the licensee's trash collection 'and disposal --

. system. Clean trash is segregated from radioactive trash. All
clean trash bags are collected in dumpsters and surveyed, bag by.'

;

bag, in a low background area outside the protected area fence.,

t
.

Any bag exceeding'300 cpm on a Rascal /NaI detector has its indi-
vidual contents surveyed. -If levels of contamination exceed 40 I,

cpm by the Rascal /NaI detector, the articles are re-bagged and -

f
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disposed of as - radioactive trash. All clean trash:is buried
onsite in the licensee's sanitary landfill.

(5) All radioactive trash is compacted in large dumpsters by an i.SA
compactor -system. 'The unit is located in a contaminated area.
The operators are required to dress in. complete anti-contamination.
clothing. The compactor unit possesses -its own HEPA filtration
system to process potentially radioactive gaseous discharges from

~

the compaction operation. A licensee representative stated that
three hi-vol air samples are taken during the operation of the
compactor in addition; to a CAM operated in the area. The.
inspector could not ascertain if a filter maintenance program for

~

the compactor HEPA filtration system existed. This item will be

80-45-33)in more detail during future inspections (IFI 50-325/
reviewed

.

(6) A licensee representative estimated that approximately six thou-
sand cubic feet of radioactive material was being stored onsite at
the. time of the appraisal. A large amount of. radioactive material
had been removed from the site this past year reducing the average
background of the protected area from approximately 1 mR/hr to 0.1
mR/hr. Most of the remaining stored material on-site is low
activity dirt and oils, a result of the yard clean-up program
designed to collect and ship offsite for burial all contaminated
dirt. An area near the base of the main stack is being used as'a
temporary central storage location. A storage building large
enough to store all dry solid waste is being built outside the
protected area. Solidification sludges and dewatered demineral-
izer liners will continue to be stored near the radwaste loading
dock.

e. Radioactive Waste Shipping
'

(1) An inspector selectively reviewed radwaste shipment records for
calendar year 1980 and discussed preparation of shipping papers
with licensee representatives. Requirements for the monitoring of
solid radwaste shipments are listed in Technical Specification
2.5.3. ~

(2) A licensee representative stated that during outage conditions,
approximately 10,000 to 12,000 cubic feet of solid waste is
generated each month. The BSEP burial allotment at Barnwell~ is
less than half that amount. Radwaste shipping HP personnel have
been able to obtain up to an additional 9000 cubic feet for some
months from Barnwell's common allotment pool. Prospects fo-
increased burial allotments are dim. Therefore, it is imperative

i that the plant increase their efforts in reducing the volume of
radwaste generated (see paragraph 10.c for example of excessive
solid radwaste from liquid waste system).

. -. -. . . .
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;(3) A licensee representative stated that total activity is determined
from a- Geli- analysis of a pre weighed. sample. DOT dose ' rate
limits are met in~ compacted trash shipments by.not compacting any.
bag reading greater than a fraction of the limit. The. inspector
observed;1cading of. resin drums on Decmeber 16 and identified no
problems in the licensee's procedure. Certified chokers were used
to lift. pallets of drums off.the loading dock and-into the cask.
The inspector stated, however, that improvements should be made in
the identification and documentation of-Transport Groups I and II
isotopes in shipaents-(IFI 50-325/80-45-34).

'

,

f. Based on the~ above findings, improvements in the following areas are
required to achieve an acceptable program:

( 1) a program.to monitor operating parameters and maintain effluent ~'

filter systems in optimum operable conditions;

(2) a prcgram to prevent . intermixing of seawater with radioactive
contamination producing large quantities of low purity liquid
radioactive waste for processing;

-(3) installation of permanent piping to the solidification unit at the
loading dock;

,

(4) maintenance program for the LSA trash compactor filtration system-
and-

-(5) documentation of Transport Groups I and II radionuclides in
radwaste shipments.

11. Facilities and Instrumentation

.a. Facilities

(1) Personnel Decontamination

Separate sinks and showers are provided in .the Service Building
close to the health physics office. Radiation detection instru-
ments are located here as well as supplies f'or personnel decon-
tamination. Decontamination of personnel skin and' shoes were
observed by the inspectors several times during the inspection.
RC&T Procedure 210, " Personnel Decontamination", establishes the<

personnel decontamination techniques and limits.

Individual lockers, showers, and bathroom facilities for workers
are located in the Service Building near the health physics
office. Separate facilities are provided for women workers.

._ . .- _ - .
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Change areas for protective clothing are temporary distribute'd
control point. stations inside of the Reactor Buildings as is the
practice in BWRs.

.

~(2) Laundry
~

A protective clothing laundry is located in the Service Building.
~

The facility is generally inadequate in equipment and location for
this purpose and is presently used primarily for respirator
cleaning, decontamination, inspection and preparation for issue.
Protective clothing laundry has been- by contracted por~ table
drycleaning units during outages, and by sending the clothing
offsite .to a contractor laundry during normal operations. As
previously reported in Section 8.e.(1), surveys of laundry-
returned from the contractor indicated that the BSEP issue limits
of 0.5 mR/hr are not always being obtained. The licensee is
establishing a program to monitor incoming cleaned laundry 2nd
ensure acceptance criteria are met.

(3) Access Control and Exit Points

General access control is exercised at the Service Building where
the health physics -office and security check point are located.
Radiation Work Permits are issued here. and HP personnel. describe
the protative clothing and equipment necessary for the work.
Copies of the Radiation Work Permits are posted nearby and racks
are provided for storage for the worker's TLD and self reading
dosimeter. Local controlled access points are located adjacent to
the contamination and radiation area boundaries inside of the
plant.

The -inspectors visited the control points during the inspection
and observed the access controls and posting of controlled- areas
with caution signs indicating high radiation areas, radiation
areas and airborne radioactivity areas. The inspectors observed
that the controls and postings were adequate to meet the plant
radiation protection procedures and NRC Part 20 requirements
except-for the posting of individual radiation areas inside of the
Reactor Buildings, where no posting of " Caution, Radiation Area"
signs in radiation areas was _nated. Licensee repre'sentatives
stated that only the entrances to the Reactor Buildings are
posted, and individual areas are not posted because the number of
such areas and variability of the radiation levels made this

-

impracticable; and furthermore, the posting of all these areas
would tend to degrade the level of worker protection by making the
workers complacent through continual observation of these signs. ;

The inspector stated that the failure to post each radiation area
'

is a violation of 10 CFR 20.203(b). (50-325/80-45-35).

I

.
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b. - Radiation Protection Instrumentation -

(1) The facility.instrumentition was reviewed for adequacy of inven-
. tory, calibration and check procedures. The station _ maintained a
; supply of approximately 200 portable radiation protection instru-
ments onsite as of 12-10-80. These included high and low-v'olume
-air samplers, CAMS, mini-rads,- dose rate instruments and .RM-14
friskers, of which 40% were. rented to provide adequate frisking
instrumentation until newly ordered. units were received. More
than 75% of the radiation protection instrumentation was available
for use at the time of the appraisal'. The facility primarily uses.
GM tube-type . instruments for _both survey and exposure rate
measurements. A licensee representative stated that four high
range radiation monitors have been bought for each drywell and are
presently on site but not installed. These fixed monitors are in
response to the specifications of NUREGs 0578 and 0737.

In addition to the above equipment (and to replace the rented
RM-14's),109 new instruments had been ordered. The type and
quantity of portable instrumentation appeared to be adequate with'

the possible exception of instrumentation for beta dose rate
measurement. The inspectors recommended that the licensee shchid.
reevaluate the number and dose rate measureme1t range capabilu.y
of the beta portable instrumentation ordered to supplement the
existing inventory (IFI 50-325/80-45-36).

(2) The licensee has established an extensive portable-survey instru-
ment functional test program. RC&T Procedure 0500, " Response
Testing of RC&T Portable Survey Instrumentation" provides details
for the test program. The procedure calls for response testing of
all portable sorvey instruments on each normal working day (5
days / week) and within 24 hours of use for portable instruments not
routinely used (e.g., PNR 4, PNC 4, PAC 4, PRM 7). Beginning on
the evening shift and continuing through midshift until completed,
all portable survey instruments are collected, surveyed for
contamination and transported to the instrument calibration
laboratory.

.

.

Each instrument, after a visual inspection sad battery check, is
response tested at points on each range using a Cs-137 wall
source. A checklist, App. B of RC&T Procedure 0050, is used to
record data and previde the acceptable response range. For those
instruments not responding as required, an "Out of Calibration"
form is completed and attached to the instrument. The instrument
is removed from service until repaired and/or recalibrated. An
RC&T Work Request" form is used for instruments to be sent to I&C
for repair. Documentation was in place to verify implementation
of this program.

.- - -
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(3) .The response check procedure was observed. 'During response"
checking of movable probes on some instruments, it was necessary
for the technician to hold the probe on a positioning stand during
source exposure. When questioned about the need for extremity
dosimeters during ' this operation, the technician stated that -
extremity dosimeters had been discussed but wer" not being used.
The ' inspector recommended that the positioning stand be modified
to avoid direct beam exposure and that extremity dosimeter be
used in cases where source beam exposure may be necessary (IFI
50-325/80-45-37). _

(4)- Portable survey instruments are calibrated on a six-month fre-
quency or as needed if. the daily functional response check

,

requirements are ' not met or if repairs are made. The gamma--

. calibration is performed with a 200 C1 Cs 1" s'urce housed in a
shielded well. The source is calibrated at predetermined
distances using condenser R chambers and the corresponding expo-
sure versus distance is posted for use in_ calibration. The
condenser R chambers are certified annually by the vendor and
records were on file for 1974, 1977, 1978, 1979, and 1980. The
licensee was requested to perform a calibration check of an
Eberline R0 38 brought by the appraisal team. Posted values and
instrument response were within 110%. Procedures for calibration
of instruments were available and were used during the calibra-
tions that the inspector observed.

'(5) Beta calibrations were not performed. More sensitive beta radia-,

tion measurement instruments were being procured (Section
11.b.(1)). Licensee representatives indicated that beta cali-
bration sources .<ere being purchased and procedures were being
developed for their use in beta dose rate instrument calibration

(IFI 50-325/80-45-38).

(6) RM 14's using a HP 210 probe (thin window pancake GM detector) are
used as friskers. An electronic calibration is performed on a
six-month frequency. A 10% efficiency for; the detector is
assumed. A TC-99 source (certification traceable.to NBS) is used
to test the. detector. A response of 10% of the source value is
required. All f riskers in use had been respon ,e" checked each
shift since May 1980. A daily response checFis reqbfred by the
established s. Sdule. If the routine check indicates a response
of less than 10% of the source value, the instrument is ~ tagged out
of' service and returned to I&C for repair or detector change and |
recalibrated. 1

The inspectors observea that personnel survey stations using
friskers were located at the service building control point and at- |

the construction control point exits from the controlled area, at

, ,
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each end - of the breezeway between the reactor and turbine-
-buildir.g, and on the radweste. dock. Each of these locations had a
full-time "Frisker Watcher" to assure that -personnel correctly

- used the frisker. Every tenth person' is required to perform a
whole body frisk. Normal frisking required a survey ~of the face,
h' ands and top and bottom of the feet. Frisher alarm settings at
these closely monitored stations were set at approximately 100 cpm
above background as required by procedure (su section 8.f for
additional details). In the opinion of the appraisal team,
contamination control at these locations was exceptionally good.

(7) Portal monitors are located at the two control point exits from
the controlled area. The monitors use frame mounted, glass vall
GM tubes surrounding a person standing in the portal. Licensee
representatives stated that, although the portal monitors were
maintained and in service, they were not' relied upon to provide
radioactive contamination detection on personnel. The low sensi-
tivity of the portal monitors was recognized, thus the particular
emphasis on frisking and frisker surveillance.

-However, RC&T procedure 0302, " Calibration of Portal Monitors"
srecifies that portal monitor detectors will be set to alarm at
0.1 mR/hr. 'he procedure also specifies that a 1.19 pCi Cs-137
source will be used at the screen of the detector to set the alarm
trip. This source, as measured on an RO-38, uncorrected for
source size or window to effective center of the chamber distance,
measured 1.1 mR/hr. The portal monitor detectors were checked
with a 0.5 pCi Cs "' source and none of the detectors alarmed.
It was recommended that the procedure be revised to provide an--
appropriate response check method. Licensee representatives
stated that new, more sensitive portal monitors had been ordered
(see section 8.f for additional details).

(S) The facility had 13 CAM units operable and available for use. CAM
units am electronically calibrated, air flow calibrated, and a
radiation source used to determine the high voltage curve and to
set the operating voltage on the detector. No' radioactive source
calibration is performed. Discussions with plant personnel
indicated that the CAMS were used only for trend indication and
that other air samples or laboratory counting.of the CAM filters
and Zeolite cartridges were used to determine concentrations. On
12-13-80, a CAM was observed operating on the Unit-1 side of the
breezeway. The pen for recording the activity on the particulate
detect' was not inking. Chart notations indicated the CAM had
been p'. aced in service at 11:00 a.m. on 12-12-80. The pen was not
inking when the equipment was started. On 12-17-80, a CAM opera-
ting in the Radwaste Drumming area was found not inking. The
chart speed of this CAM indicated that it had been operating over

__
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24 hours in this condition. Thel inspectors recommended that mor'e.
attention be given to maintaining CAM chart reccrding operational.-. ;

(9): The facility counting laboratt y uses 2-NMC proportional counters- .
(PCC-11T), one -Nuclear ' Chicago Low -Beta planchet counter, two
Baird; Atomic automatic. planchet counters, one Packard Tri Carb
liquid scintillation counter and two GeLi detectors with Nuclear
Data computer. analysis. In addition, another planchet. counter is
in ura for smear counting in the vehicle survey room and a new

: auto.aatic smear counter had been ordered. Records were reviewed
~

to verify the NBS traceability of sources used for calibration.
LThese_ records indicated that a daily' source reliability check was
performed. Calibration is performed at least quarterly or when-
ever conditions require (i.e., repair,' change of P-10 counting gas
bottles, etc.). Documentation was in place and current. An
assessment of the analytical capability of the ' counting facilty
had been completed by NRC:RII Mobile Laboratory in October 1980.
The results. are reported in NRC:RII Inspection Report Nos.
50-324/80-38 and 50-325/80-41.

The post accident sample station required by NUREGs 0578 and 0737
is expected to be located in the breezeway. The licensee also
plans to use the existing chemistry and counting laboratories for
analytical capabilities. During the appraisal, the breezeway had
become contaminated with airborne rubidium. The . inspectors

'

recommended that the post accident sampling station not be located
' in the breezeway.and additional. analytical' capability be provided

in light of the repeated airborne contamination in the breezeway
(IFI 50-325/80-45-39).

(10) Discussions were _ h;id with I&C personnel assigned to repair and
maintenance of health physics instruments. Frequency and type of
repairs appeared to be normal for the quantity of instruments in
service. Supply of spare parts also appeared appropriate.
Records of repairs and instrument history is maintained. On
12-15-80, two I&C technicians were observed using the 200 Ci
Cs-137 source for diagnosing teletector instrument problems. No
dose rate instrument was used to assure acceptable- dose rates-to
the I&C people. During RC&T personnel use of the well source, a
dose rate instrument was used for verification of ba'ckground dose
rates. An area monitor was installed and was set to alarm at
excessively high room dose rates. It was recommended that a
portable dose rate instrument be used by I&C personnel when
sources are being manipulated (IFI 50-325/80-45-40).

' (11)' Calibration stickers are used on health physics instruments to
indicate date of last calibration, date due for recalibration and
initial of person having performed the calibration. General

-- _ -
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employee trainingistresses the responsibility of-individuals using
radiatinn detection instruments to verify that- the instrument

~

being used has a current and valid calibration sticker. All
instruments observed - had current stickers attached. Numerous
records are maintained on instrument inventory. status, mainten-
ance, calibration and functional testing. A random selection of
records was reviewed. All were current and complete. The- <

majority of records are maintained by hand. It was recommended
that record systems be reviewed by legal and records experts to
provide _'a more efficient computerized system with reduced poten-
tlal for manual error input.

'

(12) ' Based on the above findings, this portion' of the liceasee's-

_ program appears. to be acceptable,- but improvements in the fol-
lowing areas should be considered: ,

(a) beta dose instrumentation adequacy, calibration sources and
procedures;->

(b) er.tremity exposures during portable instrument calibrations;

(c) extremity dosimetry during portable instrument calibrations;

(d) appropriate calibration and response checks for portal
monitors;

'(e) effective use of CAM units;

(f) use of dose rate instrument when 200 Ci Cs-137 source manipu-
lations are being performed; and,

(g) efficiency of manual records systems.

'S
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FIGURE 2. 85EP RADIATION PROTECTION ORGANIZATION
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